
Podgorica, 05 January 2007 
 

INTRODUCING DOUBLE STANDARS IS DANGEROUS AND 

CLEAR BREACH OF THE LAW 
 

Centre for Civic Education (CCE), as one of 501 NGOs, which have supported 
appointment of Goran Djurovic for the member of the RTCG Council, is harshly 
condemning arbitrary statements that definitely seam inadequate for the President of the 
Parliament.   
Linking Djurovic and CRNVO with any political party represents an ugly attempt to 
mark everything different as a direct party opponent. 
Since Krivokapic is „ready to believe based on obvious facts“ CCE has yesterday 
addressed a letter to the President of the Parliament containing the following questions: 

- Which and whose Law did you respect when you upheld the appointment of 
Žarko Mirković for the member of RTCG Council, what is directly opposing the 
Article 23 of the Law on public broadcasting services RTCG ?  
The facts prove that that Government appointed Mirkovic for the position of 
acting Director of the Public institution „Music centre“ from 13 April 2006, and 
his membership in the Council of RTCG has been confirmed by the Parliament on 
10 May 2006.  

- Which Law did you respect when you included in the agenda appointment of 
Radmila Vojvodic without her written consent, thereat bringing her and her 
nominators in unpleasant situation?  

- Which and whose spirit of the Law did you respect when you upheld the 
appointment of Branislav Calic for the member of RTCG Council?  
Already on 7 September from daily „Vijesti“ and reactions of NGO sector you 
could have learned that Calic was in the first lines on the rally of the ruling 
coalition, you personally belong to, and through frantic applauding and admiring 
looks he clearly expressed his party colour.  

- How, since you regard yourself as a father of NGO sector, you do not respect the 
appeals of female nongovernmental organisations which gained unprecedented 
support of the rest of NGO sector for the initiative to start the procedure for 
dismissal of the President of Gender Equality Parliamentary Board, since her 
chairing this body is only an obstacle for development of cooperation between the 
Parliament and NGO sector.   
Where is a moral obligation that is leading you in this case? 

In the anticipation to receive a factual answers on precisely formulated questions, 
supported by facts, we would like to point out to Montenegrin public that Mr. Krivokapic 



is seriously endangering the dignity of the Parliament of the Republic of Montenegro by 
his statements and continuous introduction of double standards and breaches of the law 
and that he shows more agility in repressing true initiatives of NGO sector then in 
implementation of Social Democrats’ politics in Montenegro.  
 


